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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose two task admission control algorithms that utilize random task filtering: a lightweight algorithm
based on long-term estimates of average utilization and offered load, and a more complex algorithm based on instantaneous
utilization. Detailed performance evaluation confirms that both algorithms are able to ensure that the system remains in the
stable operating region. We have also found that more aggressive filtering tends to decrease task blocking rate and delay.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a cloud server pool, resources are composed of virtual machines (VMs), which are deployed on physical
machines (PMs). Obviously, the cloud operator is interested in accepting and servicing as many incoming task
requests as possible in order to improve its utilization of
resources and maximizes return on investment. The number of accepted tasks is limited by the size of the server
pool and also by the terms of its service level agreement.
However, random nature of task request arrivals makes the
decision whether to admit a service request or reject it a
non-trivial one. Through utilizing appropriate admission
control and resource allocation mechanisms, it is possible
to provide a satisfactory level of utilization whilst maintaining the system in a stable operating region defined by
the cloud operator.
In this paper, we propose two task admission algorithms
aimed to achieve this goal. We utilize two controlling
parameters, full rate task acceptance threshold and filtering
coefficient, to guide task admission. The criteria to choose
one of the algorithms are the relative stability of the task
arrival rate. The first task admission algorithm is based on
the long-term estimation of average utilization and offered
load upon the arrival of tasks; it is more computationally
lightweight. Estimates will be more accurate, and quality
of control will be better when mean task arrival rate is
changing slowly.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

The second algorithm is based on instantaneous utilization upon the arrival of tasks and exhaustive search to find
optimal value of full rate task acceptance threshold and
filtering coefficient. While this algorithm is more computationally intensive, it is better suited for systems that
experience sudden changes in their task arrival rate.
Using the developed queuing model of the proposed
task admission algorithms, we have analyzed the shortterm variability of the system, as well as the effect of the
size of tasks’ waiting queue on the system performance
in our simulations. We have also utilized a different calculation scheme for filtering coefficient in the lightweight
task admission control algorithm, which is more aggressive
toward rejecting the incoming tasks. We have evaluated the
effect of the different filtering coefficients on the system
performance.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we describe some approaches to cloud resource
allocation, in particular, those pertaining to task admission
control, proposed in the literature. Section 3 presents the
admission control policy and the proposed algorithms and
describes the analytical model of the proposed scheme.
Section 4 discusses our experiments and results. Section 5
concludes the paper and discusses some directions for
future work.
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2. RELATED WORK
Admission control and resource allocation in cloud systems have received a great deal of attention during recent
years. Queueing theory was often used to obtain the performance indicators necessary to make online control decisions [1,2]. This information may then be used to drive
Lyapunov optimization to design an online admission control, routing, and resource allocation algorithm [3]. An
adaptive feedback control scheme alongside with a queue
model of the application was employed in [4]. Authors
in [5] modeled cloud services using queuing theory and
controlled them through adaptive proactive controllers that
estimate whether services need some of the resources in
the near future or not.
The Markov decision process framework proposed in
[6] modeled admission control in cloud, while approximate
dynamic programming paradigm was utilized to devise
optimized admission policies. Authors in [7] formulated
an optimization problem for dynamic resource sharing
of mobile users in mobile cloud computing hotspot with
a cloudlet as a semi-Markov decision process. The process was transformed into a linear programming model
to obtain an optimal solution. Set-theoretic control techniques were used to solve admission control and resource
allocation problems in [8].
Authors in [9] developed a technique to determine the
effective bandwidth for aggregated flow to make admission
decisions using network calculus. The admission control
problem in the cloud was also modeled using the general
algebraic modeling system [10].
A session-based adaptive admission control approach
for virtualized application servers was presented in [11].
Also, a session deferment mechanism was implemented
to reduce the number of rejected sessions. Scheduling and admission control algorithms proposed in [12]
incorporated resource overbooking to improve utilization,

and a combination of modeling, monitoring, and prediction
techniques was used to avoid exceeding the total infrastructure capacity.
With mobile devices increasingly able to connect to
cloud servers from anywhere, resource-constrained devices
can potentially perform offloading of computational tasks
to either improve resource usage or improve performance.
However, the characteristics of mobile devices and
wireless network make the resource allocation of mobile
clouds more complicated than stationary clouds. Offloading requests from a mobile device usually require quick
response, may be infrequent, and are subject to variable
network connectivity, whereas stationary clouds incur relatively long setup times, are leased for long-time periods,
and experience uninterrupted network connectivity [13].
Also, the volume of workload to be offloaded may not be
known in advance because many of the offload requests
are the consequence of decisions made by the (generally unpredictable) human user of the device. Offloading
requests from a mobile device can lead to forking of new
tasks in on-demand manner. In [14], we have addressed this
problem by proposing flexible resource allocation mechanisms in which forked tasks are given higher priority over
newly arrived tasks.
Authors in [15] address the problems of task dependency
in mobile cloud computing, and an optimization problem
was formulated to minimize the latency while considering
prescribed resource utilization constraints. We have presented the analytical model of our task admission control
solution in [20] and we have evaluated the system performance using this model. In this paper, we have added
substantial simulation experiments to support our claim.

3. ADMISSION CONTROL POLICY
Let us begin by stating our assumptions. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed task admission and resource allocation
scheme in a server pool. Incoming task requests are admitted to the input queue from which they are provisioned

Figure 1. Task admission control and resource allocation scheme.
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on VMs by the resource allocation process. System performance is continuously monitored to provide guidance to
the task admission process which can reject incoming tasks
if the admission would compromise stated performance
limits (typically, a utilization threshold). In the following,
we assume that each task is serviced by a single VM, but
extension to multiple VMs in the manner similar to [16] is
also possible.
3.1. Controlling parameters and
related policies
As stated earlier, the goal is to keep the system in the stable operating region of the utilization threshold, Uthr . To
achieve this goal, we have utilized two controlling parameters. First parameter is the threshold of full rate task
acceptance, T, which is defined as the threshold position
in the total number of VMs in the server pool or system
capacity. The second parameter is the filtering coefficient,
Fcf , which is defined as the proportion of accepted tasks in
the server pool; note that tasks to be accepted are randomly
chosen among the incoming tasks. The cloud operator can
define different policies according to these two parameters;
for example, it can set the threshold position and adjust
the filtering coefficient according to the threshold position.
Alternatively, it can preset the filtering coefficient and then
find the resulting threshold position. In this work, we have
selected the second option.
The use of a filtering coefficient results in selective
task acceptance. The system’s current resource availability
provides the necessary feedback to the admission control mechanism. The resource allocation mechanism has
been developed as three interactive stochastic sub-models
including resource assigning module, pool management
module, and VM provisioning module; the overall solution is obtained by iteration over individual sub-model
solutions. The resource allocation mechanism and related
provisioning processes are presented in detail in [2,17].
Filtering policy can be further by adjusting the actual
values of the admission threshold and filtering coefficient.
At lower values of the admission threshold, system will
reject incoming tasks in a wider range but at a low rate;
alternatively, the system can be set to drop tasks in a narrow
range of values but at a higher rate.
3.2. Task admission scheme based on
offered load
The first admission control scheme is presented in Algorithm 1, where parameters are re-calculated whenever a
task arrives in the system or departs from it. First, average offered load av is calculated using the current task
arrival rate. We have used exponentially weighted moving
average (EWMA) technique [18] to smoothen the effect
of sudden changes on the system. av is computed using
EWMA smoothing factor (˛), the previous average offered
load (avp ), and the system’s current offered load (c ).
Estimated average utilization u0av is calculated according
to EWMA smoothing factor ˇ, the previous estimated
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2016) © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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average utilization, u0avp , and the cloud system’s current utilization, us . In case of task arrival, if u0av is less than the
utilization threshold, Uthr , the system accepts the incoming
task; otherwise, the system calculates the filtering coefficient as Fcf D 1.av thr / and then rejects the incoming
task with the probability of 1  Fcf .
Algorithm 1 Admission mechanism based on offered load.
Upon task departure:
Re-calculate av , us and u0av ;
Upon task arrival:
Re-calculate av as av  ˛  c C .1  ˛/avp ;
Estimate new average utilization (u0av ) as
u0av  ˇ  us C .1  ˇ/u0avp ;
if u0av > Uthr then
Calculate Fcf  1  .av  thr /;
Reject the incoming task with the probability of
1  Fcf ;
else
Accept the incoming task;
end if
3.3. Analytical model of admission control
Admission control scheme can be modeled as a birth-death
process, which is a special case of continuous-time Markov
chain. The task admission scheme can be analyzed using
the Markov chain depicted in Figure 2. In this setup, T
and R represent the thresholds of full rate task acceptance
and full rate task rejection, respectively. Namely, when the
mean blocking probability of the system is below the first
threshold, admission control accepts all incoming tasks. As
the result, T is the last state where all of the arrived tasks
will be admitted. Beyond this threshold, admission control begins to drop some of the incoming tasks. R is the
full rejection threshold state beyond that all incoming tasks
will be rejected, and it is also known as the capacity of the
system or the number of VMs in the model.
Transition rates of going from state i to state i C 1 (i.e.,
that the task is accepted by the admission control) are calculated in Equation (2), and the accepted rate of incoming
tasks, f , can be set as
8
state i D 0..T
ˆ
<
f D Fcf   state i D T C 1..R
:̂
0
state i > R

(1)

where  is the task arrival rate and Fcf is filtering coefficient calculated as Fcf D 1  .i  Uthr /. Offered load
in the state i presented as i and utilization threshold,
Uthr , determine the value of filtering coefficient. The state
probabilities of the Markov model can be calculated as
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Figure 2. Markov chain model admission control.
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and  is the mean service time. The average utilization
of the system, uav , and the blocking probability of T
threshold, Pblk , is given by
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We have obtained the value of threshold T using two
different methods. In the first method, we have solved
the system of equations (1) to (4) according to given utilization threshold, Uthr . In the second method, we have
applied exhaustive search to find optimal value of T threshold which renders minimal difference between estimated
utilization and utilization threshold, Uthr .
The task admission scheme described here supports one
class of tasks only, but the extension to multiple classes is
straightforward. One possible solution tailored to mobile
clouds is proposed and analyzed in [14].

Algorithm 2 Admission mechanism based on current utilization.
flgo  0;
Upon task arrival:
Consider the current utilization including the
pending task (u0c );
if u0c ˇ> Uthr then
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
if ˇu0c  u0prev ˇ > Mthr or flgo D 0 then
for Ti D Uthr  R to R do
Adopt the instantaneous utilization (uc )
equation from the system of equations (1)
to (4);
Apply Ti threshold to uc to obtain uci ;
Calculate Fci according to uci ;
Calculate ıi  juci  Uthr j;
end for
Find the minimum ıi ;
Select the corresponding Ti and Fci as the
optimal values of T and Fcf respectively;
flgo  1;
else
Use the previous T as the current T;
Apply T threshold to uc and calculate Fcf
according to uc ;
end if
Reject the incoming task with the probability of
1  Fcf ;
else
Accept the incoming task;
end if

3.4. Task admission scheme based on
current utilization
The impact of random fluctuations of task arrival rate is
dampened by the EWMA technique, which means that
large changes of mean task arrival rate take longer time to
propagate due to exponential smoothing. Therefore, Algorithm 1 is appropriate for systems that experience steady
values of mean task arrival rate. When task arrival rate
changes rapidly and/or mean task arrival rate changes as
well, a different algorithm must be used.
In this solution, the system tracks Uthr as closely as possible by exhaustive search over admission arrival rates to
arrive at the instantaneous utilization value closest to the
utilization threshold, Uthr . Algorithm 2 demonstrates this
approach, inspired by the delta modulation technique used
in pulse code modulation [19]. When a task arrives, offered
load  is calculated using the current task arrival rate.

Also, the current utilization including the pending task,
u0c , is calculated. If u0c is less than the utilization threshold, Uthr , the system accepts the incoming task. Otherwise,
if the difference between u0c and the previous utilization
before considering T threshold, u0prev , is more than a threshold margin, Mthr , or if it is the first time occurrence of
utilization more than Uthr , the system examines the threshold range of Uthr  R to R. In this case, Ti , the threshold
position of full rate task acceptance will be replaced in
the current utilization (uc ) equation, adopted from the system of equations (1) to (4). It then calculates the filtering
coefficient (Fci ) corresponding to Ti . Then, uci will be
computed using the values of (Fci ) and Ti . Also, the difference between uci and Uthr , ıi , is calculated. The minimum
value of ıi represents the closest value of utilization to Uthr ,
and the corresponding Ti and Fci will be chosen as tarWirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2016) © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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get T and Fcf values, respectively. Also, if the difference
between u0c and u0prev is less than Mthr margin, system will
use the previous T as the current T, and after applying this
T to uc , Fcf can be calculated. The system will reject the
incoming task with the probability of 1  Fcf .

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To investigate the behavior of the admission control model,
we have evaluated different performance parameters under
f
.
varying levels of offered load, , calculated as  D vN
In our experiments, N D 100 is the number of PMs, and
v D 10 is the maximum number of VMs on each PM;
therefore, the system’s capacity is 1000 VMs. We have kept
the task service time fixed and varied the task arrival rate
to achieve the offered load in the range from 0.4 to 0.95.
In order to investigate the effect of mean service time variation on the performance metrics separate from the effects
of offered load and task arrival rate changes, we have used
four different mean service times of 20, 40, 60, and 80 min
for each parameter. The utilization threshold, Uthr , is set to
75%; in this range of value, Uthr is relatively high, and the
system is operating well below saturation in which a significant number of tasks will get blocked due to the excessive
traffic load.
Figure 3 shows the accepted rate of incoming tasks. At
values of offered load under 0.75, an increase of arrival
rate causes the accepted rate to increase as well. Beyond
offered load of 0.75, accepted rate of incoming tasks essentially flattens so as to keep the average utilization in the
defined threshold. Also, in order to have the same ranges of
offered load in Figure 3, with increase of fixed service time,
the accepted rate of incoming tasks moves to the lower
ranges – from maximum value of 0.64 tasks per second
(or 2300 tasks per hour) to 0.16 tasks per second (570 tasks
per hour).

Figure 3. Accepted rate of incoming tasks at fixed service time
and variable task arrival rate.
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2016) © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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4.1. Performance of Algorithm 1
In this section, we investigate the performance of task
admission scheme that uses Algorithm 1.
Figure 4 presents the threshold positions according to
changing offered load for four fixed service times. As can
be seen in Figure 4, the same offered load can result in the
same threshold position. Also, with increasing of offered
load or in other word, increasing of incoming task, threshold position moves to higher number of VMs in order
to keep the average utilization around 75%. Boxes represent the obtained thresholds according to Equation (4),
and crosses are the obtained thresholds of the exhaustive
search method discussed in Section 3.3. As can be seen,
the outcomes of two methods match quite well.
Figure 5 illustrates the blocking probability of admission
control process. In Figure 5, when offered load is below
0.75, the blocking probability of admission control process is negligible, but when offered load goes beyond 0.75,
the blocking probability increases when the offered load

Figure 4. Threshold position at fixed service times of 20, 40, 60,
and 80 min and variable task arrival rate using Algorithm 1.

Figure 5. Blocking probability at fixed service time and variable
task arrival rate using Algorithm 1.
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increases. This is because the system is getting full, and it
is blocking more tasks to maintain the desired level of utilization. Also, it can be seen that in different service times,
the same offered load results in almost the same blocking probability, despite the slight discrepancies which arise
from rounding errors in the computations. In Algorithm 1,
we have obtained the value of threshold T by solving the
system of equations (1) to (4) according to given utilization threshold, Uthr . Threshold is expected to be an integer
value, and in its calculation, we have round the obtained
value to floor. This integer value of threshold is used in
the calculation of av , u0av , Fcf , and so on; therefore, it can
cause slight discrepancies in the calculations.
Figure 6 shows the utilization of the admission control scheme. This figure presents the outcome of applying
the obtained threshold to the system. As expected, in all
cases with choosing appropriate threshold position, utilization is not degrading, and with offered loads higher than
0.75, utilization gets into the stable condition of utilization threshold, Uthr . Therefore, our goal of keeping the
utilization around a specific threshold is achieved.
In Figure 7, the value of filtering coefficient in four cases
has been presented. As expected, in the same range of
offered load, these coefficients are identical; this is because

Figure 6. Utilization at fixed service times of 20, 40, 60, and 80
min and variable task arrival rate using Algorithm 1.

Figure 7. Filtering coefficient at fixed service times of 20, 40, 60
and 80 min and variable task arrival rate using Algorithm 1.
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in Algorithm 1, filtering coefficient is calculated as a function of offered load, and therefore, the same offered load
gives same filtering coefficient. Also, in all cases, when
offered load is less than 0.75, the system does not filter the incoming tasks, but when offered load is getting
higher than 0.75, system drops some of the arriving tasks.
With increasing of offered load, dropping rate of arriving
tasks increases linearly to compensate the target utilization threshold. In the worst case of  D 95%, system only
accepts 82% of the incoming tasks.
Figure 8 shows the total delay that includes the total
resource provisioning time in a server pool. As can be
seen, higher service time generally results in higher delay,
but the admission control scheme not only prevents abrupt
changes of total delay but also manages to maintain it at an
almost steady value.
4.2. Performance of Algorithm 2
We now present the performance of task admission scheme
that uses Algorithm 2. In Figure 9, when offered load goes
beyond 0.75, threshold position approximately moves in

Figure 8. Total delay at fixed service times of 20, 40, 60, and
80 min and variable task arrival rate using Algorithm 1. Legends
are the same as the legends in Figure 3.

Figure 9. Threshold position at fixed service times of 20, 40,
60, and 80 mins and variable task arrival rate using Algorithm 2.
Legends are the same as the legends in Figure 3.
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2016) © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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the range from 805 to 915 VMs to keep the average utilization around 75%, similar to Figure 4; although, in this
case, threshold position is found through exhaustive search.
As can be seen, similar to Figure 4, the same offered load
gives presents almost the same threshold position, and the
slight differences are the result of rounding errors in the
calculations. In Algorithm 2, the minimum value of ıi is
calculated that represents the closest value of instantaneous
utilization to Uthr . As mentioned in Section 3.4, we have
been inspired by delta modulation technique used in PCM
to calculate the minimum value of ıi and the obtained
technique involves some approximation. The algorithm
determines or calculates the optimal values of threshold and filtering coefficient according to the minimum
value of ıi.
The blocking probability of the alternative solution is
shown in Figure 10. The blocking probability of this
solution is slightly higher than the blocking probability
presented in Figure 5; however, the range and pattern of
changes of blocking probabilities are close. In the case of

offered load larger than 75%, the system is getting full, and
it is blocking more tasks to maintain the desired level of utilization. Also, it can be seen that in different service times,
the same offered load results in almost the same blocking
probability, despite the slight discrepancies which come
from rounding errors in the calculations.
System utilization in Figure 11 matches the utilization
presented in Figure 6; although in Figure 11, utilization is
slightly changing over the different offered loads.
The pattern and the range of changes of filtering coefficient in Figure 12 are similar to the pattern and ranges of
changes illustrated in Figure 7; although, in Figure 12, the
filtering coefficient is decreasing slightly faster. Also, the
slight discrepancies of filtering coefficients in Figure 12
are the result of rounding errors in the computations,
and the same offered load presents almost the same
filtering coefficient.
Also, mean task delay shown in Figure 13 matches the
total delay in Figure 8.

Figure 10. Blocking probability at fixed service time and variable
task arrival rate using Algorithm 2.

Figure 12. Filtering coefficient at fixed service time and variable
task arrival rate using Algorithm 2.

Figure 11. Utilization at fixed service times of 20, 40, 60, and
80 min and variable task arrival rate using Algorithm 2. Legends
are the same as the legends in Figure 3.

Figure 13. Total delay at fixed service times of 20, 40, 60, and
80 min and variable task arrival rate using Algorithm 2. Legends
are the same as the legends in Figure 3.
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Figure 14. Test case of Lq D 50, task arrival rate variable from 700 to 1600 per hour, service time 40 min. Fcf D 1  .av  thr /.
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2016) © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 15. Test case of Lq D 50, task arrival rate variable from 700 to 1600 per hour, service time 40 min.
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2016) © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 16. Test case of Lq D 200, task arrival rate variable from 700 to 1600 per hour, service time 40 min. Fcf D 1  .av  thr /.
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2016) © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 17. Test case of Lq D 200, task arrival rate variable from 700 to 1600 per hour, service time 40 min.
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2016) © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 18. Test case of Lq D 200, task arrival rate variable from 700 to 1600 per hour, service time 40 min. Fcf D 1..av thr /=thr /
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4.3. Analyzing the effect of the size of
waiting queue and filtering coefficient on
system performance
In this subsection, we analyze the effect of changing the
size of FIFO waiting queue and filtering coefficient in
Algorithm 1 on the system. In the results presented in
Section 4.1 and 4.2, we have assumed that the size of waiting queue, Lq, is equal to 50. Also, filtering coefficient, Fcf ,
in Algorithm 1 is calculated as Fcf D 1  .av  thr /.
Figures 14 and 15 illustrate the simulation snapshots
when the waiting queue has a smaller size of Lq D 50.
Under Algorithm 1, filtering coefficient, Fcf is calculated
as Fcf D 1  .av  thr /.
We change the task arrival rate from 700 to 1600 tasks
per hour in order to investigate the behavior of both
algorithms in different operation regions including linear,
transition to saturation, and saturation. As can be seen in
Figure 14(a) and (b), when task arrival rate is less than
1100 tasks per hour, or in other words, offered load is less
than 0.75, system admits all arriving tasks; whereas, when
offered load goes beyond 0.75, system starts rejecting some
tasks and filtering coefficient decreases. According to task
blocking rates presented in Figure 14(c) and (d), using
Algorithm 1 results in almost 50% decreasing of the task
blocking probability. Also, comparison of Figure 14(e) and
(f) shows that using Algorithm 1 improves the total delay.
Figure 15 illustrates the snapshots of performance
parameters when Algorithm 2 is used and no task
admission control is applied. In Figure 15(b), similar
to Figure 14(b), when offered load goes beyond 0.75,
filtering coefficient decreases; although, in the case of
using Algorithm 2, the dropping rate is slightly higher.
Also, according to the task blocking rate presented in
Figure 15(d), using Algorithm 2 improves the task blocking rate; although, the blocking rate improvement is not as
high as the case of Algorithm 1. This is due to the heavy
load of computation in Algorithm 2.
Figures 16 and 17 present the simulation snapshots
when the waiting queue has a much larger size of Lq D
200. Under Algorithm 1, Fcf is calculated as Fcf D 1 
.av  thr /.
If we compare Figures 16(c) and 14(c), we can see
that even without using any admission control mechanism,
increasing the size of waiting queue has a significant positive effect on task blocking rate; this is because more tasks
have a chance to stay in the larger waiting queue, and they
do not get rejected. As shown in Figure 16(d), using Algorithm 1 also improves the task blocking rate. However,
Figure 16(e) and (f) indicates that using a larger waiting
queue causes higher delay in the system; although, using
Algorithm 1 still results in lower delay.
Similar to the case of Algorithm 1, using Algorithm 2
and increasing the size of waiting queue have a positive
effect on task blocking rate (Figure 17(d)), and Algorithm 2 improves the total delay (Figure 17(f) compared
with 17(e)); although, in case of using Algorithm 2, delay
is slightly higher than case of Algorithm 1. Also, the larger
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. (2016) © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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waiting queue (Lq D 200) results in the higher delay than
the short waiting queue (Lq D 50). This is because of
experiencing longer waiting times in larger queues.
Furthermore, we have tried to achieve higher system
performance in Algorithm 1 by using more aggressive filtering, where Fcf is calculated as Fcf D 1  ..av 
thr /=thr /. The results presented in Figure 18(d) and (f)
demonstrate that this approach results in further improvement of system performance – cf. the decrease of task
blocking rate and total delay compared with its counterpart
case presented in Figure 16(d) and (f).

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed and analyzed two task
admission schemes that try to maintain the desired level
of utilization in cloud datacenters. Our performance analysis confirms that both schemes are capable of achieving
the desired goal without compromising the stability of the
cloud system. However, one of the schemes, based on
exponential averages of system utilization, is better suited
to systems with relatively stationary task request arrivals,
while systems with varying mean task arrival rate are better
serviced by the other scheme, which is based on instantaneous utilization and, consequently, computationally more
demanding.
Our future work will focus on extending these schemes
to cloud systems with two or more task request classes with
different priority levels and, possibly, other requirements as
well, and to further refinement of the proposed algorithms.
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